GPSF Cabinet: Meeting Agenda
August 20, 2013

6:30PM  Welcome – EAT!

6:50  Cabinet Goals and Expectations (Dylan)

   - Your goals, GPSF goals
   - Meetings
   - Reports and feedback
   - Committee assignments
   - Funding requests
   - Cabinet social (Jayme)

7:00  Updates and Issues (Dylan)

   - Orientation and Grad Games – THANK YOU!
   - GPSF Outreach (Marissa)
   - New students = lots of questions

7:10  Subcommittee work

   - Two individual goals and one GPSF goal
   - Amongst group members:
     - Ask questions: why is this important? How is this going to be accomplished?
     - Discuss the challenges you anticipate and the resources you need

7:25  Regroup

   - Present your two individual goals and the one GPSF goal

7:45  Eboard Updates

7:55  Next meeting details